TERMS OF USE - AGREEMENT BETWEEN WEBSITE USER AND QHN

NOTICE: These Terms of Use only apply to the Quality Health Network (“QHN”) public website; it does not apply to health or social/community services information exchange activities.

The QHN public website (“Website”) is comprised of various web pages maintained and operated by QHN. By using the Website, you agree to the following terms of use and conditions, notices, restrictions, legal disclaimers, copyright and trademark information and notices, and other information provided below (collectively referred to as the "Terms of Use"). **If you do not agree to the following Terms of Use, please do not use this Website.**

QHN reserves the right to change these Terms of Use at any time by posting updated Terms of Use on this Website, and your continued use of the Website after such time will indicate your agreement to the then current Terms of Use.

I. NO UNLAWFUL OR PROHIBITED USE

As a condition of your use of the Website, you warrant to QHN that you will not use the Website for any purpose that is unlawful or prohibited by these Terms of Use. You may not use the Website in any manner which could damage, disable, overburden, or impair the Website or interfere with any other party's use of the Website. You may not obtain or attempt to obtain any materials or information through any means not intentionally made available or provided for through the Website.

II. TERMINATION/ACCESS RESTRICTION

QHN reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to terminate your access to the Website and the related services or any portion thereof at any time, without notice.

III. DISCLAIMERS

A. Accuracy and Content. QHN makes no warranties or representations as to the accuracy of the content on this Website and QHN assumes no responsibility or liability for any omissions or errors in the content of the Website. When using the information contained on this Website, you understand and agree that you assume full responsibility for its use and that QHN is neither responsible nor liable for any claim, loss, or damage resulting from that use. The material in this Website is provided "AS IS" and without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied. QHN does NOT guarantee that (1) the information provided herein will be error free, (2) access to the Website will be uninterrupted, or (3) the Website or the server that makes it available to you are free of viruses or other harmful components.

B. Links to other websites. This Website may contain links to other internet sites for the convenience of users in locating services and information that may be of interest. QHN is not responsible for the privacy practices or for the content provided or used by other...
internet websites or their owners or operators, including without limitation any link contained in a linked Website, or any changes or updates to linked Websites. QHN does not control, endorse, promote or have any affiliation with any other internet websites unless expressly approved by QHN and expressly stated.

C. Changes/Updates to Website. Information on this Website may be changed or updated without notice. Information may be out of date at any given time and QHN has no obligation to update information presented on this Website. QHN may make improvements and/or changes in services described in the Website without notice.

D. Third Party Access. QHN endeavors to protect this Website, within the constraints of current internet technology but it is possible for third parties to obtain unauthorized access to this Website. You agree to use this Website and submit information at your own risk and that QHN has no liability with respect to any unauthorized access by third parties.

E. Hold Harmless. You agree to hold QHN harmless from any and all claims, demands, actions, causes of action, and expenses of any kind which may result or arise out of any alleged act or neglect caused or alleged to have been caused by you or any of your agents, employees, or representatives in the performance or omission of any act relating to the use of this Website.

IV. INTERACTIVE MATERIAL

A. Portions of this Website may allow users to post their own material. The materials posted by users do not necessarily reflect the views of QHN. By posting materials to the Website, or by using any medium including bulletin board services, chat rooms, news groups, forums, communities, calendars, instant messaging, and/or other message or communication facilities designed to enable you to communicate with QHN or the public at large made available through the Website (collectively referred to herein as "Communication Services"), you represent that you have all necessary rights in and to such materials, and that such materials will not infringe on any personal or proprietary rights of any third parties, nor will such materials be harmful, defamatory, unlawful, threatening, obscene, lewd, lascivious, harassing, or otherwise objectionable. In addition you agree that when using the Website or a Communication Service, you will not: (1) Upload files that contain software or other material protected by intellectual property laws (or by rights of privacy of publicity) unless you own or control the rights thereto or have received all necessary consents; (2) Upload files that contain viruses, corrupted files, or any other similar software or programs that may damage the operation of another's computer; (3) Conduct or forward surveys, contests, pyramid schemes or chain letters; (4) Download any file posted by another user of a Communication Service that you know, or reasonably should know, cannot be legally distributed in such manner; or (5) Falsify or delete any author attributions, legal or other proper notices or proprietary designations or labels of the origin.

B. QHN reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to review, edit, or delete any material posted by Website or Communication Service users that QHN for any reason
whatsoever determines may be harmful, defamatory, unlawful, threatening, obscene, lewd, lascivious, harassing, potentially in violation of any party's rights, or otherwise objectionable.

NOTWITHSTANDING THE FOREGOING, QHN EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY RESPONSIBILITY OR LIABILITY FOR ANY MATERIAL COMMUNICATED BY THIRD PARTIES THROUGH THIS WEBSITE.

C. By posting materials to the Website whether through use of Communication Services or otherwise, you authorize QHN to use, and authorize others to use, any such materials in any manner or medium. No compensation will be paid with respect to the use of information you submit through use of the Website. QHN is under no obligation to post or use any information you submit or provide and QHN may remove any information you submit at any time in QHN's sole discretion.

D. You may not advertise or solicit on this Website without QHN's express permission.

V. LIABILITY DISCLAIMER

THE INFORMATION, SOFTWARE, PRODUCTS, AND SERVICES INCLUDED IN OR AVAILABLE THROUGH THE QHN WEBSITE MAY INCLUDE INACCURACIES OR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. QHN MAY MAKE IMPROVEMENTS AND/OR CHANGES IN OR TO THE WEBSITE AT ANY TIME. ADVICE RECEIVED THROUGH USE OF THE WEBSITE SHOULD NOT BE RELIED UPON FOR PERSONAL, MEDICAL, LEGAL OR FINANCIAL DECISIONS AND YOU SHOULD CONSULT AN APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL FOR ADVICE TAILORED TO YOUR SITUATION.

QHN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS ABOUT THE SUITABILITY, RELIABILITY, AVAILABILITY, AND ACCURACY OF THE INFORMATION, SOFTWARE, PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND RELATED GRAPHICS ON THE QHN WEBSITE FOR ANY PURPOSE. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW, ALL SUCH INFORMATION, SOFTWARE, PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND RELATED GRAPHICS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND. QHN HEREBY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS WITH REGARD TO THIS INFORMATION, SOFTWARE, PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND RELATED GRAPHICS, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL QHN BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS
OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE WEBSITE, WITH THE DELAY OR INABILITY TO USE THE WEBSITE OR RELATED SERVICES, THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SERVICES, OR FOR ANY INFORMATION, SOFTWARE, PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND RELATED GRAPHICS OBTAINED THROUGH THE WEBSITE, OR OTHERWISE ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THE WEBSITE, WHETHER BASED ON CONTRACT, TORT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF QHN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGES. IF YOU ARE DISSATISFIED WITH ANY PORTION OF THE WEBSITE, OR WITH ANY OF THESE TERMS OF USE, YOUR SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDY IS TO DISCONTINUE USING THE WEBSITE.

VI. RESTRICTIONS ON USE OF INFORMATION, QHN COPYRIGHT AND TRADEMARK INFORMATION

A. Restriction on use of Information. You may refer to or cite to the information from the Website in books, online or through other media, but you may not reproduce or distribute such information in whole or in part without the prior written permission of QHN, except as set forth below. You may not reproduce or distribute any image from the Website without obtaining the prior written consent of QHN. To request such consent and information, send email to ______________.org, including your name, address, and a description of the purpose of your intended distribution and the information you would like to distribute.

B. Copyright & Use of Materials. Copyright © 2020 Quality Health Network. All rights reserved. Copyright in this Website is owned by QHN. You are hereby authorized to view, copy, print, and distribute information from this Website under the following conditions: (1) the information may be used for informational purposes only, (2) any copy of the information must include this copyright notice, and (3) the information may only be used for non-commercial use. Any reproduction permitted under these Terms of Use must contain the following notice: "Copyright © 2020 Quality Health Network. All rights reserved."


The names of other companies and products mentioned on the Website may be the trademarks of their respective owners. The information contained on the Website, as well as the design and layout of the Website, contains elements protected by trade dress, copyright, or other laws, and may not be copied or imitated in whole or in part. Except for expressly authorized use described in these Terms of Use, no text, logo, graphic,
sound, or image from this website may be copied or retransmitted without the express written permission of QHN

VII. GENERAL PROVISIONS; GOVERNING LAW AND VENUE
A. These Terms of Use will be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Colorado, without reference to its choice of law rules. By accessing, viewing or using the information on this Website, you consent to the jurisdiction of the federal courts and state courts presiding in Mesa County, Colorado, and agree to accept service of process by mail and hereby waive any and all jurisdictional and venue defenses otherwise available. QHN makes no representation that the information in this Website is appropriate or available for use in locations outside of the State of Colorado, USA, and access to it from territories where the contents are illegal is prohibited. Those who choose to access this Site from other locations do so on their own volition and are responsible for compliance with applicable local laws.

B. These Terms of Use constitute the entire agreement between you and QHN with regards to the use of this Website. A printed version of these Terms of Use and of any notice given by QHN related to this Website in electronic form shall be admissible in judicial or administrative proceedings.

C. If any part of these Terms of Use is held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the remaining parts shall remain in full force and effect. QHN's performance of this agreement is subject to existing laws and legal process, and nothing contained in this agreement is in derogation of QHN's right to comply with governmental, court and law enforcement requests or requirements relating to your use of the Website or information provided to or gathered by QHN with respect to such use.